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Identifying and testing the most opportune methods and technologies for communicating the effects of climate changes is indeed a relevant new challenge.
In this context we have developed an immersive and inclusive educational tool to allow a large number of people to visit an alpine glacier that is intensively studied by our
researchers and is considered by us an open-air scientific laboratory.
The choice to prepare a virtual experience as a didactic and dissemination tool instead of a documentary was based on the most recent findings in the field of psychology and on the key-concepts of pedagogy and disciplinary education concerning
fieldwork.
Indeed, experiences are more effective than lessons for sharing contents and to make
them understandable and easy to assimilate. In a classroom, students are spectators,
while during an experience, they become protagonists, and the result is really different in terms of both satisfaction and memorization.

For these reasons, the University of Milan has
developed a scientific project aimed at offering
an “immersive experience” to visit an alpine
glacier and to be virtually part of the scientific
team that is studying and surveying it.
An “immersive experience” is an experience
which pulls a person into a new or augmented
reality, enhancing everyday life by making it
more engaging or satisfying via technology.
Our immersive experience is based on videos
you can “explore.” Indeed, we used 360° contents, that are videos shot in every direction at
the same time, so that they let you change the
viewing angle and explore what is “around
you” as you watch them.
To enjoy the visit specific visors, called Oculos©, are necessary

The vision of the videos with the Oculos© had to
stop necessarily at the end of February 2019 due to
the COVID-19 pandemia because the visors could
be vectors of the virus. For this reason, we created a
website that contains a selction of immersive experiences subtitled in English that can be seen also via
personal smartphones or tablets. Please enjoy the
visit at:
https://video.unimi.it/forni_glacier_360/
or using the QR code

